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Proposed graduate program looking to manage technology
by Nate Terpstra
Thorn Reporter
On Tuesday afternoon, professors from
Rose-Hulman and Indiana State College of
Business met to discuss the proposed new
Master of Science Degree program in Engineering Management. It is their hope that this
cooperative undertaking will smooth the transition for practicing engineers into management positions. The developing program is
operating under the theme "Engineering
Management to Meet the Challenges of
Change."
Primarily, this graduate program is intended for engineers in the field who are taking on management responsibilities, but the
skills developed will "also be valuable to others at all levels ofengineering and applied science management."
The purpose of the program is to get the
engineer familiar with aspects of finance and
managerial sciences,so that he or she can bet-

ter communicate with other members ofhis or
her "team" on the job.
The program's main goals are "to provide
a broad and integrated understanding of the
management of technology-based industry
and business; to promote a view of business,
management,and technological decisions in a
strategic context; to foster the interpersonal,
organizational, and leadership skills required
for individual and organizational success; and
to cultivate the ability to understand and respond to rapidly changing business and technological environments."
These goals will be realized through a total of five courses in engineering, math and
science along with a total of five credits in
business management All courses will be
held at Rose on the quarter system, but the
business courses will be taught by ISU College of Business instructors. The engineering
portion will be selected under advisement
from normal MS classes, including Technology Management and Forecasting. The busi-

ness half will include courses in accounting,
financial management, organization management, marketing issues, and production/
operations management. The emphasis of
the courses will be toward working in a global environment and project management.
In addition to these courses, a graduate
seminar and a final "capstone experience"
will be required. The graduate seminar will
pull together presentation and writing skills
that students develop in the other courses.
Along with this, the "capstone experience"
will focus on the "integration of the managerial and engineering challenges faced in developing a commercially viable new product
within the context of a rapidly changing and
highly competitive business environment."
It will integrate business strategy, structure,
marketing, finance, and human resource
management The degree awarded by the
program will be accredited by Rose.
The proposition is still being molded by
faculty from both schools. On Tuesday,they

discussed which classes should be required
and resolved that some clarifications still
need to be made as to more exact requirements for admission. Some key concerns
were expressed over topics such as assuring
students had experience in applied statistics.
All present agreed this course is necessary
for success in management, but they didn't
feel that the program should provide it for
the student.
Other concerns were raised as to how to
determine the quality of applicants' writing
skills. They felt that the ability to write clearly and concisely was another vital quality for
someone in a management position. The
question was whether this should be assessed through examination or by accepting
transfer credits.
The group will meet again on April 25th
to discuss more specific details and the mock
program laid out by the ISU College of Business professors. It will be put before the
board for an official vote on May 2nd.

Search for chemistry
chair draws to a close
Candidates on campus for interviewing process
by Thomas Hill
Thorn Reporter

TOUR DE ROSE
Riders strive for position in last Sunday's Moench Criterium. The event was sponsored by Pi
Kappa Alpha.
Photo by James Mann

Recently, the chemistry
department has been searching
for a candidate to succeed Dennis Lewis as department chair.
The chemistry department
took input from students majoring in chemistry, who talked
with each candidate. Bruce Allison, head of the search committee, said "We are here for the
students. It's important that we
know what they think."
Although the department
received fewer applications than
anticipated, all applicants were
extremely well qualified. Overall, three external candidates
and one internal candidate have
been interviewed for the position. This is the first time the
chemistry department has interviewed external candidates for
the chair position.

Moore to pass down Catapult director's hat
"It's beenfun,"says
Moore
by Nate Terpstra
Thorn Reporter
For ten years now,Operation Catapult has been directed by Noel Moore,
the program's second director since
Al Schmidt.
In the late 1960's,Schmidt and Herman Moench decided to implement
the idea of a program that would provide a taste of engineering for high
school students.The program has two
main objectives. The first is to expose
students to the concepts of engineering and help them with their career
choice,and the second is to give them
some experience living on a college
campus.
Since the program's conception
teenagers have come from an increasing geographic area to attend the sessions.

"It's been fun," Moore said,"because
it's different enough from our regular
roles here.However,it is very time consuming. My wife becomes a 'catapult
widow' for the duration. I usually get
here at 6:30 in the morning and won't
leave until 11 at night.
"Another part of the
program I enjoy is that
there is more interaction
between faculty and
students. We play volleyball and softball together, eat with them,
and go on trips with
them."
However,
Moore
doesn't try to take credit for the success
ofOperation Catapult
`The role of the faculty is dwarfed in
relation to the student staff," he remarked. "They are the ones who are
with these young people 24hours in the
day. It seems the staff gets better every

year."
This year will be the second co-ed
program, which, according to
Moore, is the reason he "hung on"
for one more year. After the first session this summer, Rick Ditteon,
physics professor,
will take over.
Besides dedicating his last ten summers to Catapult,
Moore has spent
many years as a professor and head of
the chemical engineering department.
As other faculty
members mightagree,itseems being
department head only means more
paperwork.
"Sometimes it piles up on my
desk," he says, pointing to one of the
stuffed baskets of memos and papers. "Being department head just

means you get to take over the administrative stuff."
So what is fun about being a teacher
at Rose? More than one might think.
'What's fun for me is seeing every
student develop and mature, while becoming well-founded in engineering
principles," Moore said. "Rose is a
great place.I still love coming to work
every day. Often, I'll spend many
hours grading exams over the weekend,but that's just the price you pay."
Besides grading exams, every opportunity he has during the school
day, Moore usually is preparing for
his next class.
'There never seems to be quite
enough time to do everything to prepare for class.I squeeze in preparation
at every opportunity.
"In some ways, I can sympathize
with students," he continued, "because there is not that much difference
between the faculty and students."

The three external candidates
include full professors from
Western Kentucky University
and North Dakota State University and a chemistry department
head from the University of
Arkansas. Another external candidate who will be interviewed
is an industrial chemist at Proctor and Gamble in Cincinnati.
The chemistry department
hopes the new chairperson will
help strengthen the overall
curriculum,
undergraduate
including the general chemistry,
organic chemistry, physical
chemistry, and analytical chemistry sequences. In addition,
labs will need additional funding for new equipment, instrumentation, and chemicals.
Besides being a good administrator, teacher and scientist, the
new chairperson must continue
See "INTERVIEW" page 3
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Campus Events
MEETINGS I GATHERINGS
Parent's Weekend

Friday, Apr. 14- President's Administrative Council, PA Room,8 a.m.
Wednesday, Apr. 19 - President's Administrative Council, PA Room,
8 a.m.
Apr. 26 - President's Administrative Council, PA Room,8 a.m.
May 2 - Institute Meeting, E-104, 4:20 p.m.
/

LECTURES
Apr. 28 - Chemical Engineering Graduate Seminar,"Innovation In
Industrial Research," Dr. Vikram Mehrotra, Manager Of Process
Development, Mallinckrodt Veterinary, 0-205, 2:30 p.m.

SPORTS
Friday, Apr. 14- Tennis, at ICAC Tournament, Indianapolis, All Day
Saturday, Apr. 15 - Tennis, at ICAC Tournament, Indianapolis,
All Day
Saturday, Apr. 15 - Baseball, at Greenville College, Greenville, Ill.,
1 p.m.(DH)
Saturday, Apr. 15 - Track, at Little State Invitational, Indianapolis,
All Day
Monday, Apr. 17 - Baseball, at MacMurray College, Jacksonville,
Ill., 1 p.m.(DH)
Tuesday, Apr. 18 - JV Baseball, at Wabash College, Crawfordsville,
3:30 p.m.
Wednesday, Apr. 19 - JV Baseball, at DePauw University,
Greencastle, 3:30 p.m.
Thursday, Apr. 20 - Baseball, Millikin University, Art Nehf Field,
1 p.m.(DH)
Friday, Apr. 21 - Golf, at ICAC Championships, Anderson, Noon
Apr. 22 - Baseball, at Anderson University, Anderson, 1 p.m.(ICAC
DH)
Apr. 22 - Golf, at ICAC Championships, Anderson, 10 a.m.
Apr. 22 - Track, at Indiana State Univ. Invitational, All Day
Apr. 22 - Tennis, at Augustana College, Rock Island, Ill., 1 p.m.
Apr. 23 - Baseball, Indiana Inst. of Tech., Art Nehf Field, 1 p.m.
Apr. 23 - Tennis, at Rusty Gates Tournament, Rockford, Ill., All Day
Apr. 28 - Golf, at Illinois Wesleyan Invitational
Apr. 29 - Baseball, Wabash College, Art Nehf Field, 1 p.m.(DH)
Bloomington, Ill., Noon
Apr. 29 - Track, at ICAC Championships, Greencastle, 10 a.m.
Apr. 29 - Golf, at Illinois Wesleyan Invitational, Bloomington, Ill.,
8 a.m.
Apr. 29 - Tennis, at Manchester College, North Manchester, 10 a.m.
Apr. 29 - Soccer, at Marian College Tournament, Indianapolis,
All Day
May 7 - Baseball, Eureka College, Art Nehf Field, 1 p.m.(DH)
May 13 - Soccer, Principia College, Jim Rendel Field, 10 a.m. & 2
p.m.
May 14-19 - NCAA Division III Golf Championships, Hulman Links
June 20-21 - Sunrayce 95, Rose-Hulman

Volleybash '95
April 29-30
Sponsored by:
Location:
Time:
Teams:
Entry Fee:
Prizes:
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Pro
Recreational

Entry Deadline:
Questions:

Sigma Nu Fraternity of Rose-Hulman
Rose Hulman campus
8:00 a.m. to dusk on Saturday
T.B.A. on Sunday
Male and Coed
$20 per team (make checks payable to
Sigma Nu)
$70 & VOLLEYBASH T-shirts to 1st
$45 & VOLLEYBASH T-shirts to 2nd
$45 & VOLLEYBASH T-shirts to 1st
$20 & VOLLEYBASH T-shim to 2nd
April 28, 1995
Call (812) 232-1397 or 232-1398

There will be four different leagues of competition. Male and coed
divisions are split into two categories: pro and recreational. Teams will
consist of four players and one possible alternate. The coed teams consist of
two males and two females and may have one alternate of each sex.
The competition is open to everyone, and all teams will compete
toward the individual championship in their respected bracket.
All rules and regulations will be posted at the tournament. All proceeds
will be donated to the Charles T. Hyte Community Center.

Friday, Apr. 28 Activities

4 Fast Lego Contest, C-111, Noon to
*Thinlc
p.m.

Delta Sigma Phi Basketball Marathon,
Shook Fieldhouse, Begins At 6 p.m.

* Computer Science Exhibits, Imaging
Lab, Noon to 4 p.m.
* Concrete Cylinder Busting Contest, Soils
Lab, 1:30-2:30 p.m.
* Human-Powered Submarine Display,
Root Quadrangle, 2-4 p.m.
* Martial Arts Club Demonstrations,
2-3:30 p.m.
* Cheerleader Tryouts, E.E. Black Center,
11 a.m.
* Spring Flower Pickup, Hadley Hall
Lobby, 11 a.m.
*Lunch, Main Dining Room, 11 a.m. to
1 p.m.
*Family Cookout, E.E. Black Center,
5 p.m.

Drama Club Play,"Joseph And The
Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat,"
Moench Hall Auditorium,8 p.m.
(Free To Rose-Hulman Students)

Saturday, Apr. 29 Activities
Rose Show Attractions
* Mousetrap-Powered Car Races,
Commons Area, 10 a.m.
* ATChE Chemistry Exhibits, Olin Hall,

9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
* Solar Phantom Display, Rotz Lab,
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
* Balsa Bridge Busting Contest, GM
Room, 11 a.m. to Noon
* Model Railroad Club Exhibit, Olin Hall
Lobby, 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Drama Club,"Joseph And The Amazing
Technicolor Dreamcoat," Moench Hall
Auditorium, 1:30 and 8 p.m. (Free to
Rose-Hulman students)

ENTERTAINMENT I LEISURE

3F!

Apr. 28-29 - Drama Club,"Joseph And The Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat," Moench
Hall Auditorium, 1:30 and 8 p.m. (Free to Rose-Hulman students)
Apr. 29 - Rose Show
May 3 - HSLS Science Fiction Film Series, GM Room,7 p.m.
May 5-6 - Drama Club Play,"Joseph And The Amazing Technicolor
Dreamcoat," Moench Hall Auditorium
May 12 - RHA/SAB Spring Carnival
May 12 - Danger Will Robinson (band), SAB sponsored, Shook Fieldhouse, 8 p.m.
May 12 - SAB Golf Scramble
May 17 - HSLS Science Fiction Film Series, GM Room,7 p.m.

ADDITIONALLY...

O

Thursday, Apr. 13 - Final Date To Drop Course Without Penalty
Friday, Apr. 14- Start Of Spring Break,5 p.m.(Through Apr. 24)
Apr. 24 - Classes Resume For Spring Quarter, 8:05 a.m.
Apr. 27 - Night Exam,Heat Transfer(ME 302 B&C),G-3I5 and G-317, 6-9 p.m.
Apr. 28 - Military Ball
Apr. 28-29 - Parent's Weekend
Apr. 29 - Honors & Awards Banquet, Hulman Union,5 p.m.
Apr. 30 - Greek Games
May 2 - Class President Elections, Commons Area, All Day
May 5-6 - Drama Club Play,"Joseph And The Amazing Technicolor
Dreamcoat," Moench Hall Auditorium
May 9 - Graduation Rehearsal, Moench Hall Auditorium
May 9 - Order Of The Engineer Ring Ceremony, Main Dining Room
May 26 - Army/Air Force ROTC Commissioning Ceremonies, GM Room
May 27 - Commencement, Shook Fieldhouse, 11 a.m.

Career Corner
Now is the time of year when on-campus recruiting starts dwindling down. Please keep a close
watch of the career services bulletin boards. We are getting numerous calls from employers with
summer and entry level opportunities. Please notify the Career Services Office of your interest in the
notices that are posted so your credentials can be forwarded to the proper employers.
The deadline has been extended from April 19 to April 24 for all students interested in the
Entrepreneurial Internship Program. If interested, please contact Bill Lindstaedt in the Career Services
Office. Have a good break!

SUBMISSIONS
TO CAMPUS EVENTS
Events may be published in Campus Events by any organization or individual. Simple announcements of times and locations may be submitted to
Campus Calendar, in care of Dale Long,associate director of communications, at Box 14 or extension 8418. More detailed articles containing plans,
agendas, and specific information should be submitted to the Rose Bush, via
Karen Pershing in the mailroom.
All submissions must be made by noon Wednesday in order to be published in Campus Events in the Rose Thorn on Friday.
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President Lad introduces new Executive Committee
by Ben Byers
SGA Publicity Directors
The Student Senate met for the first
time under the new administration on
Tuesday, March 14, 1995. President
Ashvin Lad revealed some of the goals
for the administration and introduced
the new officers of the SGA Executive
Committee.
The Senate approved President Lad's
nominations for the Executive Committee Officers. President Lad viewed
the new administration as being energetic, experienced, and eager to begin
development of the goals of the administration.
The new administration consists of
President Ashvin Lad, Vice-President
Leonard Clark, and the four newly appointed officers.
The new secretary is junior Tim
Boyd. Tim is an electrical engineer
from Woodbridge, Virginia, and he
served as publicity director for the pre-

vious administration. He is a member
of Triangle Fraternity and Blue Key.
Jason Urbanski is the new treasurer. Jason is a junior mechanical engineer from Mishawaka, Indiana, and
he.is a member of Sigma Nu Fraternity. He was also involved in the previous administration as secretary.
Ben Byers is a sophomore chemical
engineer who will serve as publicity
director. Ben is from Huntingburg,
Indiana, and he is a member of Triangle Fraternity.
The executive director is Scott R.
Condon. Condon, a sophomore computer science major from Muncie,Indiana, served as executive director on
the previous administration as well.
Scott is a member of Alpha Tau
Omega Fraternity.
With nearly three years of Executive Committee experience between
these four officers, President Lad is
confident the new administration will
have a productive year.

New SGA Executive Committee for 1995-96
from left to right: Secretary Tim Boyd, Executive Director Scott Condon, Treasurer Jason
Urbanski and Publicity Director Ben Byers.
Photo by James Mann

States claim professors caught in 'publish or perish' trap
The saying for professors used to be"publish or perish:, but if state legislators have
their way,it may be "teach or take a hike."
Over the last few years, as state budgets
face increasing constraints and undergraduates complain of overcrowding and tuition
hikes, faculty productivity has come under
scrutiny. As a result, many legislators are demanding professors spend more time in the
classroom.
States provide more than $40 billion annually to higher education. Understandably,
legislators feel they have the right to ask universities for the same accountability as they
do other programs that receive funding.So in
several states, they have initiated studies to
examine how professors spend their time.
And in the minds of many legislators, professors just aren't making the grade.
"In states where budgets have been hard
hit,faculty are feeling a lot of pressure," says
Andrea Wilger,assistant director ofthe Stanford Institute for Higher Education. "Class
size has grown;there are constrained resources,etc.
"Of course, they are also concerned about
how they are portrayed: that faculty have lots
offree time,have an easy life ..."
Well before you start thinking,"I knew it,
after class he hands our papers to the grading
assistant and heads to the golf course," guess
again.
We are seeing 50 to 56 hours per week in
the workplace," says Michael Dooris, research associate ofPenn State's Office ofUndergraduate Education, referring to his
university's survey of 1,400 faculty."This is

oardfor exact

consistent with other professionals, such as the birth of super conductivity, stannous fluoride,
polio vaccines, synthetic robber ... all have come
lawyers and physicians."
Findings by the Stanford Institute's study directly out of research and research universities:"
of nineteen institutions show similar work- she says. "Somebody studying Italian marble is
loads. "Overall, we found faculty are very, not a fair critique of what goes on."
Usually,when a large grant is awarded,a portion
very hardworking,"-says Wilger. "But they
all do place a heavy emphasis on the impor- of the money goes to the university to pay for that
tance of their own research. It is not that they professor's time. The university then uses this
aren't working hard,but what they are choos- money to replace the professor in the classroom
for that period, often through a visiting faculty
ing to spend their time on."
At larger state universities and well-en- member.The rest of the giant money goes toward
dowed private colleges, faculty typically the cost of the research,such as materials, support
staff, transportation, etc.
teach a maximum oftwo
Occasionally, the professor
courses per term. But
Well before you start receives a small stipend
"teaching" is more than
class hours. It also in- thinking,"I knew it, af- above his or her normal salcludes class preparation,
ary.
What research and pubgrading, student advis- ter class he hands our
ing, independent studies papers to the grading lishing do provide faculty is
national recognition in the
and graduate thesis suassistant and heads to form of grants, top job ofpervision.
On one side of the is- the golf course," guess fers and opportunities to
sue are people such as
work with the brightest
Ohio legislator Wayne again.
graduate students. It also
Jones, who helped spunensures tenure or lifetime
sor the bill which mandates faculty increase
classroom time in his state. In a press conference, he told about a University of Akron
professor, who in addition to his state salary,
received a $50,000 grant to study 12th century Italian marble.
Such outlandish expenditures, he said, do
nothing to improve the education ofstudents.
But Dooris thinks this example is not representative ofthe big picture.
"People think a lot of research is not very
important, when actually research has led to

anon.

Fr, Martin Day, Catholic campus minister for RoseHulman and Indiana State University, is on campus
on Wednesdays from 1:00 to 2:30 pm. Stop in at
the music room of the student union and say hi!

job security.
And for the universities, it's the great researchers, not the great teachers, who attract research
dollars, major corporate endowments and top students. In fact, universities often offer reduced
teaching loads as an incentive to lure top faculty
from competing institutions.
Jon Solomon,an associate professor in the University ofArizona Classics Department and a popular teacher on campus, says his career is an
example of how good teaching is not rewarded.
Despite the fact that Solomon has won numerous
awards at UA,he repeatedly has been denied tenure.
"I have been an associate professor here twelve
years, taught more than 10,000 students, won
eightteaching awards,developed high-tech course
materials and wrote a book about public university
education," wrote Solomon recently in an editorial
to The Daily Wiklcat "For all that and my other
fifty publications, my promotion and two appeals
were denied. When I appealed to the president, in
essaice,challenging him to promote me on the basis of my teaching record,his reply was 'after you
write another book ...' This message here is the reality: teaching does not count."
Solomon says when university administrations
consistently reward research and de-emphasize
teaching,students are suffer.
"We need widespread, inspirational, effective
teaching," Solomon continued."We need to offer
scintillating survey and introductory courses. And
we need to train all our graduate teaching assistants to be the excellent teachers of the future.
Then and only then will students walk across the
mall dist,issing whatthey learned in their last class
rather than how boring it was or how unconcerned

they are that they skipped it"
Let's face it—great teaching brings more intrinsic
awards.The reward a professor gets for being a good
teacher is a heavier course load, because he or she attracts more students.Then in addition to teaching and
research,professors also mustspend time involved in
university service. Depending on the university, participation in governance committees, departmental
meetings, search committees,etc. is required.
Still, Solomon and other professors agree research
is essential at a university. Faculty say they feel that
research makes them better teachers by bringing new
information and the excitement of discovery back to
the classroom.
According to Stanford Institute's report,faculty are
concerned about how the "deadwood" affect higher
education's image. The deadwood problem comes
from a campus culture that values independence and
grants tenure. One professor was quoted as saying,
"We have people who can take advantage of the system. They get to a point where they don't publish;
they don't care about teaching—they're tenured."
But most faculty agree that deadwoods are the minority. The majority of professors are in high gear,
driven by the "publish or perish" doctrine that is nurtured by administrations across the nation.
That may mean before professors can be asked to
change, the system has to change. And rather than
have reforms legislated from the statehouse, most
universities would prefer to do this themselves,thank
you.
"We prefer to solve it ourselves rather than have
solutions from outside,"says Dooris, adding that
Penn State plans to require departments to have
workload policies. Under the new policy, each department must develop definitions of excellence for
teaching, research and service. 'Departments then
will be rewarded (in budget considerations) on how
well they achieve these goals."
Doris feels Ohio's 10 percent solution is a "silly
law."
"It's the equivalent of telling painters they have to
use 10 percent more time to paint.I'm not sure it will
improve quality, and it's impossible to document"

INTERVIEW
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
the department's leadership in curricular
development and innovation.
Professor Allison elaborated, "We're
looking for someone who is an innovator,
someone who's desire is to have the curriculum keep pace with the society in which
we live, and someone who is aware of the
demands of industry for our chemistry
majors and our chemical engineers. We're
looking for someone who will accept and
start where we are now with the innovations
that are already taking place and continue
that process."

111
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Engineering of baseball strike part of lengthy series of mistakes
revenue team, the Milwaukee
Brewers.
The owners engineered the

George Will strike, and made sure it would
Syndicated
Columnist
The

10111kikk

Washington Post

WASHINGTON--The
answer is: John Fishel. The
question is: What California
Angels replacement player was
arrested in Arizona during-yes, during--a spring training
game and charged with failure
to pay child support.
Aside from such enrichments of baseball trivia quizzes, did any good come from
the strike that cost the players
$230 million in salaries, cost
the owners $700 million in revenues, and will continue to
reduce the revenues and status
of the sport below what might
have been were it not condemned to go from 1993 to
1996 without a full
Actually,
season?
yes.

be a long one. They fired Commissioner Fay Vincent, instituted rules by which any eight
owners could block a settlement, reopened the contract
year early, waited 534 days to
make a proposal--then proposed something the players
had repeatedly and emphatically rejected before: a salary
cap.

V'T-TO CdfV MkEAD
13UT
cF cURSE.WS,
co‘NE tia•D
Wcaf MOuT
RataitENT
Ft_ASZ..

The owners have an unenviable record of misplaced certitude over the years. They
wrongly thought radio and television broadcasts of games
would kill attendance. They
wrongly thought free agency
for players would ruin competitive balance and fan loyalty.
They wrongly thought they
could get away with illegal collusion against free agency.
During this strike, the owners were confident that a significant number of players would

union had not taken such a dark
view of the dampening effect a
luxury tax would have on competition for talent.
The owners underestimated, again, the
competiathletes'
tive passion for winthe
at
ning
negotiation table, as
well between the
white lines. However, the players' union may have underestimated the owners' animal
spirits. Even a luxury tax of 50
percent on spending over $44
million--the rate and threshold
in the owners' last proposal-might have a negligible effect
on the spending of owners convinced they are just one player
away from making the playoffs.

The owners continue telling
their customers, the fans, that
their products, the players, are
greedy and overpaid

It is not true that
the owners suffered
yet another total
shellacking from the
players' union. The
players have accepted the principle of a luxury tax--a tax on
team payrolls over a certain
threshold--to exert some drag
on the growth of their salaries.

break ranks and come to spring
training. Not a single player
did. The owners thought that
fielding teams of replacement
players would put pressure on
the real players. Actually, the
The owners have acknowl- implausibility of those teams
edged to each other the need for put pressure on the owners.
improved revenue sharing, However, most of the owners
largely to compensate for huge would have opened the season
between
teams' with the travesty of replacedisparities
local broadcast revenues. (In ment teams if the owners had
1993, the Seattle Mariners got not been wrong about what they
about $3 million, the Yankees could do under federal labor
more than $40 million.) And law.
there will be an end to the
The union, too, has been too
imprudence of an owner, Bud
Selig, serving as commissioner confident about some judg--the compounded imprudence ments. The negotiations might
of the owner being from a low have been less bitter if the
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Letters may be sent by electronic mail to Thorn@Rose-Hulman.Edu, but still
must contain the writer's phone number for confirmation. For prompt
publication, letters should be typewritten or printed by computer. All letters
for an issue of the Thorn must be received before noon on the Tuesday prior
to publication.
We would like to remind our readers that the views expressed in the
Thorn do not necessarily represent the opinions of anyone other than the
original author.

Last month, the owners took
time out from lamenting baseball's supposedly parlous financial condition and charged
investors from Phoenix and
Tampa-St. Petersburg a total of
$310 million for the privilege of
entering the baseball business
with expansion franchises. Yet
the owners continue telling
their customers, the fans, that
their products, the players, are
greedy and overpaid. The supposed evidence of the greed is
that players have taken the salaries that owners have offered in
competitive bidding for talent,
and because players -have been
reluctant to negotiate limits to
such competition for their services.
But the players' strike contained a large ingredient of the
opposite of greed--sacrifice for
the benefit of strangers. Many
players who struck absorbed
financial losses they will never
recoup. They did so to preserve
a compensation system--a system won for them by the sacrifices of earlier strikers--many
of the benefits of which will
accrue to players who are not
yet in the major leagues, or
even professional baseball.
"I've never been able to
afford one of those Gillette Sensor shavers," said a replacement
pitcher for the Dodgers. "But I
come here (to the Dodgers'
spring training camp) and they
got those things lying all over
the bathroom for free. I'm telling you, the big leagues are
unbelievable." Much of what
has recently been said and done
in baseball has been, in one way
or another, unbelievable.

Springtime communication strategies
,

:1Ws
spofltntdi

r
Spring is upon us and love is in the air. But, hey, there's some truth
in the saying, "You always hurt the one you love." To reduce the
severity of verbal combat, we offer the following suggestions for constructive conflict.
The primary strategy to enhance communication is to use feedback.
Never assume that you're interpreting the same message that your partner is attempting to convey.
When your partner says something, verbally playback the major
points you think you're hearing and check out the accuracy of your
interpretation. Unless you read minds, don't assume or predict what
your partner is thinking or feeling--ask.
It is important not to correct your partner's statements or tell her
what to think or feel. Her reality is as valid as yours, even if it is a different perspective. Reach solutions to conflict by using compromise.
Don't just complain to your partner, but be specific about grievances.
Avoid skipping back and forth between issues and demands. Don't
overwhelm your partner with a list of grievances. She may think
you've been hoarding your complaints to use as weapons.
Deal with one problem at a time, then discuss the next difficulty.
Offer possible solutions to the dilemma instead of merely expressing
anger. Remember,time can be your friend. It may be helpful to pause
and think before you say something you may regret later.
Lastly, it is unfair to use sarcasm, labeling, sweeping generalizations, or excavation of past issues simply to cause insult. Stay in the
here and now, honestly express your thoughts and feelings, and
actively listen to your partner.

The Rose Thorn has a position for you.
We're looking for a responsible, outgoing
person to help with newspaper ad sales.

motions and update their ads,
+calling prospective client to sell new ads,
+returning calls for demographic
information and ad orders.
he ROW

rihorn

Interested? Contact Ed Hatfield
or Paul Sigler at x8255.
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Ifeverything that changes remains the same,then nothing ever really changes
Steven Williams
Features Editor

major renovation and expansion.

Everything changes and
everything stays the same. At
first, these seem like conflicting and contradictory ideas,
but it is possible to prove that
they are both true. As usual, it
is all a matter of perspective.
If you closely examine the
big picture on this campus,
you will find that a lot less really changes than you might
expect. You can view a lot of
the big changes that occur on
this campus as part of a cycle.
If something is part of a cycle,
then it has happened before,
and it is unwise to consider
something that has happened
before to be a big change.
Take,for example,the "Vision to Be the Best". Big
change? In many ways, yes. In
many ways, no. Had you been
at this school ten years ago you
would have read about a plan
called the "Challenge for Excellence". This plan was introduced as one of the largest and
most expensive periods of
growth for the school.
When you read about today's "Vision", you'll notice a
lot of similarities. Yes, the
"Vision" is undoubtedly the
most expensive undertaking
attempted by the institute. Ten
years ago, it was the "Challenge". You might have to adjust scaling factors to see it,
but the correlation is there.
As part of the "Challenge",
Moench Hall went through a
major
renovation.
Now,
among other things, the student union will go through a

Cycles of student concerns
are shorter. Every year or every
few years, certain concerns resurface. Someone will notice
that students are apathetic. Students will recognize and get
angry about the "mismanagement" of the SGA over some
particular issue.
Even though the issue varies from year to year, many of
the arguments remain the
same. Speed Lake will be measured. Someone will complain

Despite the critics,
the play will end the
same the next time

The majority will remain apathetic. Despite the critics, the
play will end the same the next
time it is acted out.
The cyclic view of the school
is in many cases the pessimistic
one. Anyone who believes that
such a model is perfect has no
reason not to be apathetic. If everything happens in cycles, then
the future has been determined. A
predetermined future is an unchanging future.
However, there is some validity to the cyclic model. Many
things continue to happen in cycles. Many things should continue in cycles. Given another ten
years, the school should embark
on yet another plan, another tremendous period of growth, and
the new plan will be the largest
ever.

With this sort of chiseling, it
is necessary to complain year after year about the same thing. It is
not an effective manner of improving a situation, but it does
serve a purpose. It reminds us
that our school is imperfect and
that there is room for improvement.
Often with complicated issues, chiseling slowly and methodically is not enough. Slow
progress can be no progress, and
when this is the case, we have to
find another way of approaching
an issue. It will usually take a

If history repeats
itself, then the future
can be foretold

concentrated effort by many individuals.
Too often, the effort of a sinBut like the ducks and
gle student, no matter how valgeese flying south, these things
iant,
will begin and end without
have all happened before, and
any real progress being made.
for the most part, they will all
Either way, traditions, whethhappen again. Only next time it
This has been the case with
will be a different set of geese, the co-education issue. For many er or not they are recognized as
a few new ducks, and a new years, it was tradition to consider such, serve as solid evidence that
and unsuspecting set of stu- co-education, have a short de- things can change and remain the
dents.
bate, and then turn the issue same all at the same time.
down. This tradition has, at last,
It is reasonable to believe in
Often the cycles are short
been broken. The fact that it took the cyclic model. It is reasonable
enough to be observed by stuso many years is a testament to to have certain traditions, but it is
dents. Sometimes they are
more important to realize how
passed down as forgotten folk- the dangers of traditions.
lore. I am not the first to see the
There are many other out-dat- things can change, even while
correlation of the situations of ed traditions at this school, many they remain the same. If history
Goddard and Sullivan. Same other issues that have yet to be repeats itself, then the future can
stage, different actors, similar tackled. As we've seen, breaking be foretold.
scenario. And like any good tradition is slow and frustrating
Luckily, history
doesn't
play, the ending will leave work, and often it takes years of merely repeat itself. Even when it
many of the spectators con- chiseling away at an issue before appears to stay the same, it is
fused. Some will get upset and we can finally make a break - changing. Even as it appears to
will try to make a difference. through.
change, it manages to stay the
about unfair treatment by security.

Cycles are natural. One of the
purest forms of cycles is the tradition. People generally look on
traditions as favorable, but this is
not always the case. Sometimes
traditions have to be broken.

same. Provided with this insight,
we can learn to view our situations and surroundings from multiple perspectives.
The search for the distinction
between those things that have
changed and those things that
have not changed can waste a
huge amount of time. No matter
how long we search, we will not
find this distinction simply because a clear distinction does not
exist.
Our time would be better
spent learning to recognize the
cyclic nature of reality. The only
way to break the cycle is to recognize the cycle. Once we recognize the cycle, we can stop
merely echoing our predecessors' concerns. We can stop rediscovering old faults.
We must first convince ourselves that we are not the first to
discover a problem and not the
first to try to solve it. Only then
can we find new ways to solve
the problem, instead of attacking
the problem from the same angle,
again and again.
One of the best aspects of cycles is their repetitiveness. Once
we see a cycle that could stand a
change, all we have to do is wait
until we've reached the crucial
point in the cycle. At that moment we must take an appropriate
action to escape the cycle. Until
that moment of recognition, it
will be difficult to make any sort
of breakthrough.
Even when we do notice the
cycle -- even when we do make
the breakthrough, how will we
ever know if it was worth the
trouble? Simple -- nothing will
have changed, and yet everything
will be different.

FRESHMEN,SOPHOMORES, AND JUNIORS:

NOW YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN
STUDENT GOVERNMENT!

(1.21DCOY
ai gs2
TUESDAY, MAY 2, 1995
PETITIONS AND BIOGRAPHIES ARE NOW AVAILABLE IN THE
SOA OFFICE OR COMMENT 80X
ALL PETITIONS ARE DUE BY WEDNESDAY, APRIL 26, 1995
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Baseball Results

The Rose-Hulman baseball team had to
wake up Monday morning thinking "What
might have been?" after losing both ends of
a double-header to Hanover on Sunday.
The Engineers split a league double header
with Franklin earlier in the week, and led
Hanover 3-1 with two outs in the top of the
seventh and final inning in Sunday's first

April 5 -9
Rose-Hulman 004 011 0 — 6 10 8
520 0200 — 9 7 1
Franklin
LP - Mau Sims. Sims, Mike Holm (1),
Jimmy Costa(5) and Craig Holder. HR's Cassidy Clark (1), Kyle Curry (1).
Rose-Hulman 200 052 x —9 9 2
100 0000— 1 11 3
Franklin
WP - Alan Eller. Eller and Kyle Curry.
Clinton Hiatt two triples, 3 RBI; Cassidy
Clark 2-3, 4 RBI.

game.
That's when the roof caved in.
Junior Doug Meyne pitched a terrific
game for 6 2/3 innings, and was supported
by some strong defensive play and timely
hits. But Meyne's arm and the Engineers'
defense couldn't hold up. With a tired biplane, minus Tryon and Garrett, Head
Coach Jeff Jenkins hoped Meyne could gut
out the final Hanover attack. Six runs later,
Jenkins was forced to call on freshman
Matt Sims to get the final out.
The 7-3 loss dropped the Engineers to a
game behind Hanover in the standings, and
seemed to take the wind out of the team's
sails as Rose-Hulman went on to unceremoniously drop the second game, 7-2.

four RBI's in the night cap. Junior Kyle
Curry also hit his first collegiate home run
in the first game.

Rose-Hulman's split with Franklin earlier in the week was the coming out party
for left fielder Cassidy Clark. Clark hit his
first collegiate home run in the first game(a
pinch hit shot), and was two for three with

Senior right hander Alan Eller was
Rose-Hulman's "Iron Man" this week,
pitching a complete game victory (9-1)
over Franklin on Wednesday, and on three

Rose-Hulman 010 2000 — 3 6 2
001 000 6 — 7 7 1
Hanover
LP - Doug Meyne. Meyne, Matt Sims (7)
and Craig Holder. Clinton Hiatt and Brian
Veale had two hits.
Rose-Hulman 110 0000— 2 3 7
004 0300 — 7 9 2
Hanover
Kyle Curry.
Junior third baseman Clinton Hiatt takes a swing at an oncoming pitch. Hiatt leads LP - Alan Eller. Eller and
Junkersfeld 2B, RBI.
the team in hitting with a .345 batting average.
Photo by James Mann

days rest pitching another complete game
against Hanover.
Junior third baseman Clinton Hiatt had
a huge week, going 7 for 11 at the plate
with five RBI's, two triples, and two stolen
bases. Hiatt leads the team in virtually every offensive category, including batting
average (.345) and hits (29).

ICAC Standings
Overall
ICAC
W L T
W L T
Team
15 6 0
4 0 0
Anderson
13 4 0
5 1 0
Hanover
13 4 0
2 2 0
DePauw
12 14 0
3 3 0
Rose-Hulman
10 8 0
1 3 0
Franklin
6 14 1
1 5 0
Wabash
6 11 0
0 2 0
Manchester

Tennis team blanks Earlham College, 9-0 Miami player sues Times
Rose-Hulman's tennis team
played perhaps its best tennis of

form Bolivia is 13-2 in 1995.

the season last Saturday, blanking Earlham College 9-0, and

Sophomore Ryan Easterhaus
won both of his matches on Saturday at No. 2 singles in what

giving highly regarded Hanover
College all it could handle before

Head Coach Dan Hopkins called
"the best tennis Ryan has played

falling, 5-4.

at Rose-Hulman."

Earlier in the week, the Engi-

The No. 1 doubles team of

neers lost at Southern Indiana, 81, with No. 1 singles player Jose

Karl Ammerman and Ryo Fuchinoue picked up the Engi-

Penaloza losing only his second

neers'only

match of the year.
Following

win

at

Southern

Indiana, nipping their opponents

Penaloza's two

wins on Saturday, the junior

6-2, 3-6, 7-6.
Rose-Hulman is picked to

finish somewhere in the middle
of the pack at this weekend's
ICAC Tournament at the Indianapolis Tennis Center.
However, Hopkins has rea. following
son to be optimistic
the strong weekend showing.
"If we play as well as we did
this weekend, we should definitely finish in the top portion of
the conference," said Hopkins.
Hopkins slated DePauw as
the team to beat, with Wabash
and Hanover also being strong
contenders.

Rose-Hulman Intramural Information
April 14 - April 27
Date
Apr. 27
Apr. 27
Apr. 27
Apr. 27
Apr. 25
Apr. 25
Apr. 25
Apr. 25
Apr. 25
Apr. 25
Apr. 26
Apr. 26
Apr. 26
Apr. 26
Apr. 26
Apr. 25
Apr. 25
Apr. 25

Event
Softball (Major)
Softball (Major)
Softball (Major)
Softball (Major)
Softball(Minor - Div. A)
Softball(Minor - Div. A)
Softball(Minor - Div. A)
Softball(Minor - Div. B)
Softball(Minor - Div. B)
Softball(Minor - Div. B)
Softball (Minor - Div. C)
Softball (Minor - Div. C)
Softball(Minor - Div. C)
Softball(Minor - Div. D)
Softball(Minor - Div. D)
Ultimate Frisbee
Ultimate Frisbee
Ultimate Frisbee
Softball Fields:

Ultimate Frisbee:

Teams
Fiji vs. Gator
Talented vs. Bones
LCA vs. TRI
UAW vs. 69ers
Squirrels vs. Cobras
S393 vs. Redears
BSB3 vs. Fiji
Spanks vs. No Mama
Pythons vs. Speed 2
Blue sox vs. Jiggs
Trojans vs. BTL
BSB I vs. B.O.B.
Hoot vs. Scharp
PKA vs. Speed 1
Braddock's vs. BSB2
BSB2 vs. Ducks
Skinner vs. IND
BSB1 vs. Brand

Iün
4:30 p.m.
4:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
4:30 p.m.
4:30 p.m.
4:30 p.m.
4:30 p.m.
4:30 p.m.
4:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
9:00 p.m.

I - Next to Phil Brown Field
2 - Next to bonfire
3 - Next to baseball field
Games are played under the lights next to the bonfire

Mid
1
3
1
3
• I
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
3

University of Miami running
back James Stewart has been
waiting for draft day.
Stewart was figured to be a
first- or second-round pick. But
when The New York Times
reported that Stewart tested positive for marijuana at an NFL
scouting combine, the Miami
football player's stock dropped
considerably.
Despite a statement by the
National Football League saying that Stewart did not fail the
test, the damage may have
already been done.
College football players ride

an emotional roller coaster in the
months before the NFL draft.
Even the slightest rumor of a
weakness can drop a players
value.
Saying he had to keep his
future in mind, Stewart filed a
lawsuit against The New York
Times, its sports editor, and the
reporter who wrote the story.
The lawsuit states that
"Stewart suffered serious and
permanent injury to his personal
and professional reputation and
career, including the loss of prospective business relationships
and opportunities."

LIFE SAVERS
URGENTLY NEEDED

NEW DONORS
EARN $25
YOUR 1st VISIT
k?

BE A PLASMA DONOR.. BECAUSE
LIFE IS EVERYBODYS BUSINESS

OPEN MONDAY.FRIDAY

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL

(812)234-4278
Please bring In ad.

BioMedical Center
417 Wabash Ave.
Tene Haute,IN 47808

Artand,efhelia"cs.
barber and eitylir4
1919 Maple Avenue, Terre Haute, Indiana
Open 6 Days a Week 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Closed Sunday and Holidays

HAIR CUTS $3.00
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Track team finishes 3rd at DePauw; Little State Invitational next hurdle
by Mike Miller
Sports Reporter
Rose's track team competed
at Depauw University this past
Saturday. The meet was larger
than what Rose has been
involved in previously this year.
But the track team rose to the
challenge, finishing third out of
twelve teams.
Rose was in contention until
the middle of the meet when Vincennes broke it open with 20
points in the shot put, 16 in the
intermediate hurdles, and 7 in the
long jump.
Rose was left to compete for
second with the ISU reserves,
and fell a little short, with ISU
scoring 85.5 points, while Rose
managed 73 points. Other ICAC
schools competing were Frank-

lin, Depauw, Hanover's reserve feet 8.0 inches. Ricklefs also set
team, and Wabash's reserve a personal best in the discus at
122'1".
team.
Other notable performances
On the team performance
Coach Welch said, "I thought we were turned in by Arvont Hill,
placing sixth in the 100 and setlooked much better as a team
ting
personal
then we did at
Anderson. We "We were more competi- recotds of 23.4 s
in the 200 and in
were more corntive, more teamhis leg of the
petitive,
more
relay.
team-conscious, conscious, more focused 4x400
more focused in on what was going on." Tony Hinkle set
a personal best
on what was
- Coach Welch
while
placing
going on. We
were there for what you should fourth in the 200 in a time of
23.23 s and again in his leg of the
be there for, to compete."
4x100 relay.
Rose did compete, achieving
16 personal bests, and two first
In the 400 intermediate hurplace finishes. Jerome Williams dles, Mike Riley ran a sixth place
won the 100 meter dash in 11.24 in 58.02 s, another personal best.
s, and Troy Ricklefs in the ham- Freshman Nate Subbert set two
mer throw with a distance of 153 personal records to place in both

the discus (sixth) and the hammer (fourth), throwing the disc
132'10" and the hammer 136'9".

bests in the 400 meter dash with
times of 52.2 s and 55.94 s,
respectively.

Besides Ricklefs and Subbert in the hammer, Ryan Summers managed a sixth with a
throw of 123'7". Mark Wolfe
threw the javelin 145'3", good
enough for third place, while
Greg Rosinski threw the shot
45'93
/
4" for sixth place. Paul
Olsen joined Rosinski in the
shot, with a personal record of
40'7".

The last of the personal bests
came from the 5000 meter run.
Jason Long ran sub-16 minutes
to set his personal record of
15:58 s, while Kenny Anderson
was close behind with a tine of
16:14 s.

In the pole vault, Ryan Loftus
cleared 14 feet to take second,
with Doug Kaltenmark in fourth
with a vault of 13 feet. Also,
Andy Herbert finally got on the
big pole to set a personal record
of 12 feet.
Chris Seawood set personal

Both relay teams placed; the
4x400 placed third in a time of
3:28.67, and the 4x100 relay
team ran a season best 42.91 s
race to place second.
The track team will next run
in the Little State meet at IUPUI
this Saturday.
The conference meet is just
three weeks away. It will be held
at Depauw on April 29.

Golfers play against some of nation's best in Midwest Classic
Sports Reporter
Eight of the nation's top twenty
Division III teams traveled to Hulman
Links this past Sunday and Monday
to compete in the Rose-Hulman Midwest Classic. The top teams were
drawn to the fifteen-team tournament
by the opportunity to play Hulman
Links, which will be the site of the
Division III national tournament in
May.
The weather on Sunday was windy
early on, but it eventually became
cold and drizzly, and thus favored
those teams who teed off earlier in
the day. Millikin University of Illinois took the early lead with a firstday total of 321 strokes.
Greensboro

College

of

North

Carolina came from behind on Monday and won the competitve tournament with a two-day total of 635
strokes. DePauw was second, taking
639 strokes. Skidmore College of
New York, which was favored coming
into the tournament and was ranked
third in the nation, took itself out of
contention with a first-round 337 and
finished 15 strokes behind.

Mike
Lockwood
(191), and Jerry
Milliman (196) also
competed for the
Engineers.
Keith Courter of
Ohio Wesleyan was
the
tournament's
medalist, turning in
scores of 79-76-155. He edged out
Chip
Vimmerman
of Greensboro, who
was the runner-up,
shooting 79-77-156.

The Rose-Hulman Engineers never
got on track in the difficult weather
conditions, and finished with a total
of 730 strokes.
Junior Brad Mickshl, playing #3
for the Engineers, led the team with
rounds of 87-91--178. Senior Brian
Schilling, Rose's #1 player, was close
behind with 94-85--179. Sophomores
Jason Boone (two-day total: 192),

Rose Students:
Let Papa John's
show you why we're
#1 at Rose- Hulman!

FREE

pepperocini
and garlic butter
with every order!
LARGE CHEESE
PIZZA

The
Engineers The Engineer golf team finished the Rose-Hulman Midwest
competed in
the Classic with 730 strokes.
Photo by James Mann
Central
Indiana
tournament at Franklin on Wednes- ing at the ICAC tournament after
day, and will look for a strong show- spring break.

PIZZ

Serving Terre Haute,
Indiana State, and Rose- Hulman

AIM*
1C

1234 Wabash Ave.

e6s'ei

HOURS: Mon - Thurs 11 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
11 a.m. - 1:30 a.m.
Fri & Sat
Noon - 11:30 p.m.
Sunday

NOW HIRING
Managers,Drivers,In-store
& Telephone Personnel

DAILY SPECIALS AND GROUP
DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE
UPON REQUEST

232-7272
ONE 14" LARGE
ONE TOPPING

TWO 10"PIZZAS
TWO TOPPINGS

MUST REDEEM COUPON. Additional toppings
954 each. Not valid with any other coupon.
Valid only at participating stores. Expires 4-30-95.

MUST REDEEM COUPON. Additional toppings
954 each. Not valid with any other coupcs.
Valid only at participating stores. Expires 4-30-95.

I
I

'4"

'11

11+
9tax

+ tax

MUST REDEEM COUPON. Carryout Only. Additional
Toppings 95,each. Not valid with any other coupon.
Valid only at participating stores. Expires 4-30-95.

TWO 14" LARGE
ONE TOPPING

I

I
I

MUST REDEEM COUPON. Additional toppings
950 each. Not valid with any other coupon.
Valid only at participating stoles. Expires 4-30-95.

I
I

NOdf103 Na3(13/1 !SEMI

by Joel Gillespie

PAPA JOHN'S AND ROSE, A WINNING TRADITION!

IP,
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Entertainment

Top Ten Things Overheard in Skinner C-1
on Early Tuesday Morning
10. I wasn't really worried until I saw the animals lining
up 2 by 2.
9. I needed to redo a fluids lab this quarter anyway.
8. Between studying for tests and building the ark, I just
don't have any time.
7. Maybe we should apologi... Whoosh!
6. Skinner C-1, more shoreline than the East Coast.
5. The Navy, it's not just a job, it's our living room.
4. I didn't think Kato would be that mad.
3. Vacuum cleaner, hell, we need a suspension bridge!
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Classified Advertisements
HOUSES / ROOMS FOR RENT
FURNISHED I, 2, & 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS in historic Farrington's Grove(S 6th St.)
Separate, beautiful, old mansions.
Available in May & August.
Sharp Flats owned and managed.
Call for details. 877-1146.
For the summer, close to RoseHulman. 1 Bedroom Apartment.
$400/month negotiable. Contact
Steve Dao, Berndie Strassner @
877-9775.
Want to save money? Tired of
crowded dorms? Furnished one
bedroom apartment available Fall
quarter. $250 includes utilities.
Contact Dr. Ditteon (CL108, Box
156, ext. 8247 or 299-5182) for
more information.

Furnished three bedroom apartment available Fall quarter. $450
includes utilities. Contact Dr. Ditteon (CL108, Box 156, ext. 8247
or 299-5182) for more information.
Spacious, unfurnished one bedroom apartment available Fall
quarter. $325 includes utilities.
Contact Dr. Ditteon (CLI08, Box
156, ext. 8247 or 299-5182) for
more information.

GENERAL CLASSIFIEDS
PARTY! STRESS RELEASE
DANCE at Illusions Night Club
(19th St. & Margaret Ave.) on
Thursday, April 13th, 1995. Come
9 pm to??? $3 per person. Prizes
to be given away.

10-week summer physics project
requires physics, Maple, Mma,
spreadsheet, skills. $3200 + $500
housing allowance. Contact M. J.
Moloney
CL- 109, 877-8302,
moloney@nextworksose-hulman.edu.
FOR SALE: Memorex portable
cassette player. Brand new and
unopened--in fine condition. Bass
boost, auto reverse, equalizer.
$20. Call Geoff at x8749 or email
millergd.
SPRING BREAK - Nassau/Paradise Island, Cancun and Jamaica
from $299. Air, Hotel, Transfers,
Parties and More! Organize small
group - earn FREE trip plus commissions! Call 1-800-822-0321
STAFF REFERRAL SERVICE
provides 500-1000 summer camp
positions in the U.S. Now hiring.
Applications: See Sonnie Hill in
Career Service Office.

2. Well, it worked for Moses...
1. Achtung! Zis floorisfillen unexpectenliken. Ven da
guestis rappen anda doorsenswingen, keepzer nose
inda booksenstudy!

Typing - Resume, Term Paper,
Research Papers or Thesis. MLA
or APA. Call 235-9592.

Skinner C-1

policies;

WELL, SO MUCH FOR THE WORLD'S
SMALLEST COMPUTER!"
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The Rose Thorn offers classified advertisements less than 30 words free to
Rose-Hulman students, faculty, and
student organizations. For submissions
of more than 30 words, each additional
word is $0.10.
The Thorn reserves the right to refuse
advertising which the editors judge to
be discriminatory on the basis of race,
religion or sexual orientation, or that
promotes violence, illegal activities or
is in bad taste.
Submissions may be made at the Thorn
office (room C216), through the Thorn
Box 170, or by calling the Thorn at ext.
8255. Deadline for sumbissions is 5
p.m. the Wednesday prior to publication. Runs over one week must be
renewed weekly by contacting the
Thorn office, unless prior run arrangements have been made.

